WHO WE ARE

ACCELERATING DEVELOPMENT THROUGH SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, INNOVATION, AND PARTNERSHIP
TWO PART MISSION OF THE LAB

- To produce breakthrough development innovations impacting millions of people
- To accelerate the transformation of the U.S. development enterprise
WHAT WE DO
HOW THE LAB WORKS

DISRUPT → DEVELOP → MAINSTREAM

Idea → Technology → Innovation → Partnership

Development Impact
21st CENTURY DEVELOPMENT

1. Open innovation
2. Data and iteration
3. Evidence
4. Scale and sustainability
5. Enabling technology
6. Partnership
LAB WIDE PRIORITIES

- Ebola: Improving West African Resilience through Information, Communication and Technology (ICT)
- Accelerating Food Security
- Accelerating Access to Off-grid Energy
PARTNERING WITH THE LAB
Financial Flows to Developing Countries

US$ billion

- Foreign Investment
- Remittances
- Private debt & portfolio equity
- Development Aid

Sources: World Development Indicators and World Bank DECPG estimates
BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS TO SOLVE OUR GREATEST CHALLENGES

Business

NGOs

Public Sector

MAGIC!
HOW WE PARTNER

➢ Strong and growing private sector partner network; over 250 active public private partnerships, combined value of $2.3bn

➢ Expanding relationships with financial institutions & local orgs; in past year, unlocked more than $769M for businesses

➢ PACE is expected to leverage $61 million in public and private investments over the next five years to support local entrepreneurship

➢ Models such as Better than Cash Alliance aim at systems change, collective action, & changing corporate behavior

➢ BAA mechanism to co-design & co-create solutions to loosely defined development challenges

➢ Engaging a diverse array of innovators, entrepreneurs, & solvers to source the best ideas & cultivate local innovation ecosystems

Public-Private Partnerships
e.g. GDAs

Credit Guarantees
e.g. DCA

Investment Facilitation
e.g. PACE

Multi-Stakeholder Alliances

Co-Design & Co-Creation

Prizes & Open Innovation
e.g. DIV, Grand Challenges
Helping Babies Breathe – Golden Minute
Questions?

Newsletter and Listserve: bit.ly/LabInsiders
Visit us at: usaid.gov/GlobalDevLab
Facebook: usaid.gov/GlobalDevLab
Twitter: @GlobalDevLab
Email: thelab@usaid.gov